Ars Magica Open Call
We (Atlas Games) are having an Open Call to find new freelancers interested in working on Ars Magica Fifth Edition. You need not have any previous writing experience; this is an opportunity for people to break into the industry. You do need to be very familiar with Ars Magica Fifth Edition, however.
The topic of the Open Call is described below, after the practicalities.
I look forward to seeing your submissions.
Good luck!
David Chart, Ars Magica Line Editor
Process
First, write your submission.
Next, send a signed Release Form to Atlas. If your magus's name is Bonisagus, the product title for the Release Form should be Open Call - Bonisagus. (Do not actually call your magus "Bonisagus".) You may either post or fax the release form, but purely electronic submission is not possible. Do not forget to include your email address. Once the form has been received at Atlas, we will email you with the submission instructions for the actual submission.
We cannot accept submissions without a Release Form. Particularly in this case, it is quite likely that we will receive more than one similar-looking submission. If you are worried about your ideas being stolen, you might bear in mind that one main point of the Open Call is to find new authors.
Submit your work, following the instructions. This is the stage that needs to happen before the deadline. Do not send the Release Form just before the deadline, or we might not have time to get back to you.
Wait patiently to hear back.
We may reject your submission. This happens, and you should not take it to heart. I will consider the balance of the book as well as the quality of submissions, and I may not be able to include some good pieces.
We may also ask for some revisions. You do not have to make the revisions, but if you do not, your submission will not be included.
We may just accept the work as it is.
At this point, playtesting will start. You will be required to make any revisions made necessary by playtest results, even if we did not initially ask for them, so bear that in mind. Ars Magica books typically undergo two rounds of playtest, and this book is not likely to be an exception.
The publishing contract requires you to assign copyright to Atlas Games. If you are not happy with that, you should not enter the Open Call.
Key Points
Authors will be paid $125 for each magus included in the final book. Payment is within 30 days of publication, which will not be before late 2008. All authors will receive authorship credit in the book, although there will probably be too many names to fit on the cover.
You may submit more than one magus, and I may accept more than one from any individual. However, I will be assessing quality, not quantity, so it is better to spend the effort to get one right than to send half-a-dozen slapdash offerings.
Each magus should be no less than 5,000 words, and no more than 7,500 words, as counted by your word processor's word count feature. All statistics should be included in the count.
The submissions should be in standard Ars Magica style, according to the included sample (at the end of the file). You may find it easiest to simply delete all the instructions from one copy, and then work in that file.
The deadline for submissions is 30th April 2007. Late submissions will not be considered. Early submissions will not be penalized.
All decisions will be made after the deadline has passed.
The Project
The book will be a collection of spells and enchanted items, along with the magi who created them. Each submission will be one magus, along with his creations. The emphasis is on the spells and items rather than the magus.
Spells and Items
The spells and items should be imaginative, but follow the existing rules for Ars Magica Fifth Edition. This book will contain no new rules. You may, however, refer to rules from published supplements, although I expect the bulk of the final book to depend on nothing but the core rules.
They should also cover a wide range of levels, reflecting the researches of a magus across his career.
Ideally, each set should have a theme, reflecting a particular type of magus. Part of the aim of the book is to showcase the sorts of things that magi can do, so these themes should not be too strange and individual; the spells and items described must be interesting to player characters, not just the magus in question. This means that the spells may be quite focused in terms of the Arts that they cover.
Your submission will be judged on the interest, and accuracy, of these spells and items.
The Magus
The magus (or maga) should be provided with full statistics for the time of his Gauntlet, and revised statistics for every fifteen years after that. The revised statistics should include all Abilities and Arts, but only his new spells. Other statistics only need to be repeated if they have changed. The magus should be created using the rules for experienced characters, but you should use the option for taking seasons of lab work.
He may invent spells from published books as well as new ones, if you need to fill up learning slots, but do not have enough words to describe another new spell.
You should briefly describe his personality and magical interests, but this should be no more than one paragraph. Do include a physical description, as we may want to use it.
Ars Magica Style
This is what the "Ars Magica Text" style looks like. It should be used for the bulk of the manuscript, but not for insert text.
Spaces will be inserted automatically between paragraphs, and you should NOT indent paragraphs.
Ars Magica Chapter Header
This is "Ars Magica Text" again. "Ars Magica Chapter Header" is used to mark the beginning of your submission, and you should use your magus's name as the title. Be sure to include a lengthy section of text after a "Ars Magica Chapter Header," as our layout is designed for this.
Ars Magica Header 1
This is more "Ars Magica Text." "Ars Magica Header 1" is used for main topics in the manuscript.
Ars Magica Header 2
More "Ars Magica Text." "Ars Magica Header 2" marks subsections of "Ars Magica Header 1."
Ars Magica Header 3
Still yet even more "Ars Magica Text." "Ars Magica Header 3" marks subsections of "Ars Magica Header 2," and can be used as headers for list items, as well.
In many cases, spells and items will appear in Ars Magica Text, but the basic format applies to those in inserts, as well.
Spell Name
Te(Te)Fo(Fo) Level [Gen for a general spell]
R: Foo, D: Bar, T: Fud[, Ritual]
Description of spell effects, including game rules.
(Base [in levels], +adjustments [in magnitudes])
Item Effect Name
Te(Te)Fo(Fo) Level [Final level and applicable Arts for investing the effect.]
Pen +X (Penetration of the effect), X/day [constant effect]
R: Foo, D: Bar, T: Fud
Any restrictions on use, limits on time, and so on.
Description of effect.
(Effect: Base [in levels], +adjustments [in magnitudes] [for the spell effect]; Modifications +adjustments [in levels] [for the item power adjustments])
Ars Magica Insert Header
This is "Ars Magica Insert Text." You should use inserts for character or creature statistics, in which case the "Ars Magica Insert Header" should be the character or creature's name. Statistics in inserts should take the following format and should be in the "Ars Magica Insert Statistics" style sheet, as it is below.
[Type] Might: x (Form)
Characteristics: Int or Cun x, Per x, Pre x, Com x, Str x, Sta x, Dex x, Qik x [Include + sign for positive characteristics; 0 should not have a + or – sign in front of it. If a character has aging points in a Characteristics, these should be listed in parentheses () immediately after the characteristic.]
Size: x
Age: x (Apparent Age)
Decrepitude: x
Warping Score: x (points over)
Confidence Score: x (points)
Virtues and Flaws: [Name of V/F], etc. [The Gift first, then status Virtues or Flaws, then Major Virtues in alphabetical order separated by commas, then Minor Virtues in alphabetical order separated by commas, then Major Flaws in alphabetical order separated by commas, then Minor Flaws in alphabetical order separated by commas. Put a semicolon between The Gift and the status Virtues or Flaws, between the status Virtues and Flaws and the other Major Virtues, and so on.]
Personality Traits: [Trait] +x, [Trait] +x, etc. (in descending numerical order, and alphabetical order if the numerical values are equal)
Reputations: [Reputation content] x (type),; [Reputation content] x (type), etc. (in descending numerical order, and alphabetical order if the numbers are equal)
Combat:
[Weapon/Attack]: Init x, Attack x, Defense x, Damage x
[Weapon/Attack]: Init x, Attack x, Defense x, Damage x
Soak: +x
Fatigue Levels: OK, 0, –x, –x, –x, Unconscious [Give the penalties for every fatigue level the character has. There may be more to add in.]
Wound Penalties: –x (a–b), –x (c–d), –x (e–f), Incapacitated (g–h), Dead (i+) [These are the penalties for Light, Medium, and Heavy wounds. They may vary from the standard in some cases. The parentheses should contain the range of damage inflicting such a wound.]
Abilities: [Ability] x (specialty), [Ability] x (specialty), etc. (in alphabetical order) Ability names are capitalized, specialties are not, unless they are proper names. If the character has a Puissant Ability, indicate this as x+2. If the character has remaining experience points in an Ability, these should be given in parentheses after the Ability. A character with a score of 5, 24 experience points, and Puissant Ability would have that score written as 5+2 (24)
Arts: Cr x, In x, Mu x, Pe x, Re x; An x, Aq x, Au x, Co x, He x, Ig x, Im x, Me x, Te x, Vi x Indicate experience points and Puissant Arts as for Abilities, above. (Apart from +3 rather than +2.)
Powers:
[Name of Power], x points, Init x, Form: Description of power.
Twilight Scars: [effect, description], etc.
Equipment: [item of equipment and any necessary description], [item of equipment and any necessary description], etc. 
Encumbrance: x (Burden)
Spells Known:
[Name of spell] ([TeFo level]/+[casting bonus]) [Mastery X (special abilities), if mastered.]
[Name of spell] ([TeFo level]/+[casting bonus]) [Mastery X (special abilities), if mastered.]
etc.
Vis: [description and location of vis].
Appearance: [A single paragraph description of the way the character or creature is most likely to appear to the player characters. This should be detailed enough to serve as an art reference; an artist drawing solely from this description should be able to draw something that looks like the character or creature you imagine. Note that this is likely to be exactly what happens.]
When detailing a character who has different combat statistics when mounted or armored (for example), indicate for each line of statistics which condition is represented. This can be done either by noting something like: "Longsword (mounted)," or by placing an asterisk after all statistics that are appropriate when mounted and explaining what it means at the bottom of the combat statistics matrix.
Casting bonuses should include all relevant modifiers, including Stamina and bonuses from knacks, talismans, and so forth. Don't include bonuses that change, such as those from cyclic Virtues or auras.
Leave inappropriate statistics out. For example, if a given creature does not become fatigued, leave out Fatigue and Fatigue levels. Background and personality information can either be included in the insert, after Appearance, or in the main text, depending on the nature of the creature or character and its importance in the story. 
This is where you put background notes for the creature or character, in "Ars Magica Insert Text." Basically, use this space to flesh out the creature or character.
You should also use inserts for story hooks, summaries of mediaeval legends, and the like. See Heirs to Merlin for examples.
Note that we no longer use [[BEGIN INSERT]] and [[END INSERT]] notations. The layout program is clever enough to spot the styles. This means that you must use Insert styles continuously within an insert; there must be no stray empty paragraphs in Ars Magica Text style, or anything else.
"Ars Magica Text" again.
"Ars Magica Text as List" here. This style is set up to let you do lists within the text, rather than having you bullet them or whatnot.
The last of the "Ars Magica Text."


Atlas Games Product Release Form 
I (we), the undersigned, wish to submit to Trident, Inc., d/b/a Atlas Games (hereinafter referred to as "Atlas Games") for review for possible publication the game or game product, entitled: 
___________________________________________________ 
* I (we) submit my (our) material voluntarily for consideration and review by Atlas Games, subject to all the conditions below. I (we) further understand that accepting this idea or material does not establish or create any relationship between Atlas Games and myself (ourselves) not expressed herein. 
* I (we) understand that acceptance of this submission for review by Atlas Games does not create or imply any financial or other obligation on the part of Atlas Games. I (we) further understand that your agreement to review my (our) submission in no way restricts Atlas Games from publishing projects of its own on similar or the same topics in whole or part. 
* I (we) agree that Atlas Games may have a reasonable amount of time in which to examine my (our) submission. Atlas Games agrees that it will return my (our) submission to me (us) provided it has been sent to Atlas Games with a self-addressed envelope with sufficient postage (or International Reply Coupons) included. However, Atlas Games shall not be held responsible for submissions which are accidentally lost or damaged. (Always keep a good copy of your submission for your records.) 
* I (we) warrant that I (we) am (are) the sole and exclusive owner(s) of this submission or the author's duly authorized agent. I warrant that said submission (check one) o has not been previously published/ o has been previously published (provide details on attached sheet(s)). I (we) further warrant that said submission does not violate the rights of any third party, and that I (we) have complete right and authority to offer this submission for sale to Atlas Games. I (we) assume all responsibility should the acceptance or publication of this submission result in charges of copyright or trademark violation, and will bear all costs of any necessary legal defense. 
* I (we) understand that the terms of this agreement cannot be modified except by a duly authorized employee or representative of Atlas Games, and then only in writing. 
_____________________________________________________
Designer or duly authorized agent/Date 
_____________________________________________________
Designer or duly authorized agent/Date 
If author is under the age of 18, author's guardian must sign as authorized agent. Please include a signed copy with each submission, and retain a copy for your reference. 

Name (Print):

Email Address:

